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ABSTRACT;

Reports on the NAASRA Roads Study (NRS) and the Bureau of Transport
Economics As.ses8ment oj' the AustraZian Road System acknowledge the
difficulty -in assembZ'ing data and drClL)ing conclusions about changes
in the road network, and in the traffic service on the network"

One major objective of the NRS ills to provide a basis fol' asse,Being
future changes 'in (and the rate of change oj') the nature and
condition of the Australian road system" This paper examines the
various Quality of Serv'{ce concepts used in the NHS and other
measures for monitoring the performance of the road network at a
macro leve l..

The paper also examines the emergwg requirement to develop
performance indicators for the monitoring of progY'ams and
orgcmi.sat·ion effectiveness"
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INTRODUCTION
The NAASRA Roads Study [NRS] 1984 and the Bureau of Transport
Economics [BTE] "Assessment of the Australian Road System 1984" both
acknowledged the difficulties in tracing past changes in the nation's
road system .
The BTE report [BTE 1984, p9] says that "A difficulty confronting
the researcher into road matters in Australia is the lack of a consistent,

reliable data base so that even simple facts, like the length of road at

any time, are difficult to establish with certainty",

After br i efl y est ab 1i shi n9 a conceptual fr amewor k for road

performance monitoring the remainder of this paper looks at :

recent attempts to measure past change of the Australian road network"
the work undertaken by the BTE and NAASRA in describin9 the 1981
situation and providing a basis for futuy'€ comparisons

a practical approach to network monitoring by a state road authority [SRA]
some thoughts on performance monitoring Y'equirements for the nation's
roads ..

This paper focusses only on the physical characteristics and
performance of the road network.

It does not cover aspects such as

changes in trip demand, vehicle stock and usage, road finance or
expend iture and output.
arterial road network"

I n par ti cu 1ar the paper concentr ates on the

PERFORMANCE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
Gener a1
Before any detailed consideration is given to discussing particular
performance measures it is essential that a suitable conceptual framework

is developed .

The first step is to formulate strategy objectives.
typically stated by governments as

These are

fi r st pri or ity for funds is for pr eser vat i on of road networ k as sets

a hi9h priority for road safety
priority for freight transport, which typically flows from the general
economic strategy of Y'educing tr'ansport costs, especially for tradeexposed i ndustY'i es
encouragement of tourism [and the economic benefits it provides]
assi stance of road-based public tr'ansport oper ati ons
maintaining [and selectively improving] traffic service,
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The next step is to consider the types of indicators to be used,
for example whether they deal with :

supply of road facilities
or
performance lie, the relationship of supply to demand]

customer demand,

The combination of the two above factors can conveniently be
thought of as producing a two'-dimensional table of road network strategies
and basic types of measures.,

In this context it is useful to introduce

the idea of subnetworks of selected routes which predominantly cater for
freight, public transport or tourism. One difficulty with the freight
network concept is apportioning the cost of road projects on such a 5ubnetwork to freight vehicles as distinct from passenger vehicles. [This
is quite apart from the further distinction between vehicles carrying
significant tonnages of freight and small delivery vehicles, builders,

tradesmen, Y'ubbish trucks, etc,,]

The final step is the formulation and definition of specific
indicators, including such aspects as rate of change, simplicity, accuracy,

cost of measurement [or estimation] and their value for purposes other

than per'formance monitor i n9"

Figure 1 gives an example of a possible conceptual framework for
the development of performance indicators" It is illustr'ative only,

Program BUdgeting
ln a number of States the program bUdgeting approach to
This approach to
bUdgeting allocates resources to defined programs, each of which has
specific government objectives, It prOVides a basis for monitoring
performance against objectives and deciding on priorities for resource
allocation .
financial and economic management is being introduced

Programs are often based on convenient geographical and functional
groupings of roads, eg, metropolitan and country, arterial and local"
SUbprograms are typically expressed in terms of groups of activities

performed on the road network, eg .

operational and r'outine maintenance
periodic maintenance

rehabilitation
improvements

These program and sub-program categories provide two further levels of
disaggregation of performance measures,
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One aspect of program budgeting which should be noted is that the
indicator's need to be simple, the values quoted as a single number [or

a very small set of numbersJ, that they generally be available on an
annual basis and that forecasts be made of the values for the forthcoming
fi nanci a1 year" These sever'€ requ; rements restr'ict progr am budget; ng
measures to a small sub-set of the per'formance measures which are
desirable for the management of a road network"

ASSESSING PAST CHANGE OF THE NETWORK
BTE 1984 Repor t
In their 1984 report BTE restricted their description of past

changes to:

proportion of total road length sealed in each State, 1950 to 1980
total unsealed rural arterial road length and length unsealed with
greater than 300 vehicles per day [vpdJ at 1972 and 1981
length by seal width bY Annual Average Daily Traffic [AAOTJ
distribution for rural arterial roads, 1972 and 1981.
travel times on rural arterial roads in three states
udemand" for urban arterial road space [population multiplied by squar'€

root of area and adjusted by a car use factorJ for 1971 and 1981
peak travel times on urban arterial roads in Sydney and Melbourne

going back to the early 1960s, but mainly for routes focussing on
the Central Business District [CBOl
There was no mention of past changes on local roads"

NAASRA Roads Study
The NRS Report [NAASRA, 1984J contained no information on physical
change to the Y'oad system pr'ioY to the nominal date of the road inventory

[3D June 1981J, though there was a limited coverage of the trend in total
road travel between 1971 and 1981.
In summary it can be said that after the mammoth effort
involved in the 1972 Australian Roads Survey information on the road
and travel situation gradually became outdated and it was not until
the NRS [conducted between 1982 and 1984J that the situation improved.
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FIGURE 1

-

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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NAASRA ROADS STUDY INFORMATION
The two major objectives of the NRS relevant to this paper were:

[a]

provide a clear picture in measurable terms of the nature and
condition of the Austr'alian road system

[b]

provide a basis [along with earlier surveYs and continuing
surveys] for assessing changes in [and the rate of change of]
the nature and condition of the Australian road system

Many of the measures outlined below can be related to the conceptual
fr amework gi ven in Fi gur e 1 [e . g. road ster eotype is a road supp ly
measure re 1ati n9 to safety and other str ategy object; ves]. However,
not all of the measures follow directly from the conceptual framework
which was developed following completion of the NRS .
Arterial Road Data
There is no doubt that the NRS proVided a very detailed and well
documented descri pt i on of the 1g8l ar ter i a1 road network . For r ur a 1
arter i a1 roads it i ne 1uded :
road stereotype [Le

network

width and surface type] composition of the

quality of service

- traffic service
- horizontal and vertical alignment and grade
- roughness of sealed roads
- bridge strength
b~i dge wi dth
The results for each State were separately reported for national highways,
primary arterials and secondary arterials"

For urban arterial roads data reported included:
road stereotype composition
inter sect; on characteri sties
land use and parking restrictions
quality of service
- road utilisation, a broad measure of the state of the travel
demand/road sUPPly equi! i br ium

- average daily mid-block lane volumes for the various

stereotypes
- peak hour volume/capacity [v/cl ratios

- average daily intersection lane volumes
- peak period travel speeds
Some or a11 of the above wer e r epor ted for each of the 18 1ar gest

cities in Australia.
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Local Roads Data
The NRS contained a less detailed and accurate description of the
1981 local road netwoY'k because it was necessary to estimate the

figures from a sample of some 5000 road sections drawn from 114 of the
nation's 846 local government areas.
For local roads the published data comprised
length by road stereotype by traffic volume range
Y'Qughness of sealed rural local roads

bri dge load capacity, wi dth, mater i a1 type and funct i on of er oss i ng .
It should be noted that the classification of physical road statistics
for

Y'Uf

a 1 and urban ar'€as was based on the class i fi cat i on of the

collector district [in which the sample road section was located] at the
1976 census. Further details are given in NAASRA [19S4bl.
Quality of Service
Criteria Adopted
Two benchmark criteria were adopted for many of the quality of
service measures shown above for the purpose of assessing the extent of
the network giving levels of service described as poor, only fair or

good .

FiguY'€ 2 gives the main criteria used by the NRS for rural

ials whilst figure 3 shows those for urban arterials.

The

values selected were suitably simple"and appropriate foY' analysis and

reporting to a national audience.

For the purposes of the NRS, the quality criteria were applied
formly across Australia. They were fixed by collective judgement
having regard to engineering requirements, economic reality and
;enc€"

The use of two criteria enabled a more robust and reliable

assessment to be made of change between 19S1 and 1991, and between funding
levels at 1991.
Qua 1i ty of tr affi c servi ce
This was the most significant item for reporting, In pr'actice it
on a number of factors such as traffic composition, traffic
bution, al ignment, terrain, access control and other factors" The
ncipal factors, traffic volume and road stereotype, were used in
nation to give an overall assessment of traffic service for both
and urban arterial roads"
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As a broad measure of the relationship between the level of
urban travel demand and the supply of road space to serve this demand,
a measure termed road utilisation [with units of vehicles per d~y per
lane] was derived from estimated travel [vehicle kilometres per day] and
road space [lane kilometres],.
The average daily traffic volume per mid-block lane was derived
from the inventory as an indication of the quality of mid-block peak
traffic flow"

This measure was conceptually similar to the ratio between

the peak hour volume and hourly road capacity, termed peak volume/
capacity [vie] ratio, derived from traffic assignments .
As i nter'sect i ans ar e the ma JOY' Y'€str i et i on on tr aff; c flow in
urban arterial road networks. it was impoy'tant to have a measure of
peak i ntersecti on tr affic ser'v; c€" Th; s measuy'€ was the aver age daily
tr aff; C VD 1ume per i nter'sect i on appr oach 1ane,

Figure 2 Main Quality of Service Criteria - Rural Arterial Roads

Quality of Service

Quality of Service

Units

~asures

Fair

Poor

Traffic Services on selected
road stereotypes [l]
* Unsealed
* Single lane seal

Vehicles
per day
Over lOO
Over 300
Over 400C
Over 6000

* Narroll 00 1ane

61
151
1001
4001

to
to
to
to

100
300
400C
6000

* Wide tv.o 1ane
-------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------Design speed
of curves [2]

Kilometres
per hour

Under 70

------------------------------- -------------- ------------Road roughness

CroJ

Counts per

Over 139
------------------------------- __ ti!£'!'i'!~ ___ -------------

%T<14 [4]
Bridge str~ngth
---------------,---------------- -------------Vehicles
Traffic on various
per day
br idge widths
* Up to 4.9 m
* 50 to 5.9 m
* 6.0 to 6.9 m
* 7.. 0 to 7.9 m

Under 50
-------------

Over
Over
Over
Over

lOO
300
400C
6000

70 to 89
--------~._------

lOO to 139
----------------

50 to 74

Up to 60
Up to 150
Up to lOO)

___~e_!~_~ ____
Over 89

----------------Under lOO

----------------Over 74

---------------- ----------------61
151
1001
4001

to lOO
to 300
to 400C
to 6000

Up
Up
Up
Up

to
to
to
to

60
150
lOO)
400C

Cl] For a complete list of traffic service criteria see NAASRA [1984a]
[2J

Derived from road geometry where design details are not

[3]

The unit output from the NAASRA Roughness Meter
T44 - the current bridge strength design standard

available

[4]
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Figure 3

Traffic Service Criteria - Urban Arterial Roads

Traffic Service flt?asures

Criteria for Assessrrent
of Peak Trave1 Service

Poor

Fair

over 8500

over lOXXJ
over 14OC1J
over 09

6501 to 8500
OOJ1 to HXXXJ
llOOlto14OC1J
07 to 0.. 9

up to 6500
up to 800J
up to llOOJ
up to 07

over 500J

4001 to 5000

up to 40CIJ

Daily Mid-block Lane VolLlle
[vehicles per day per lane]
* T\'10 1ane ar teria1 roads

* Other arteY'i a1 roads
* Freavays

Peak VolLlle/Capacity Ratio
Daily Intersection Lane VolLlle
[vehicles per day per lane]

C<Jod

Estimated travel speeds were der'ived from both traffic assignments

1981 and 1991] and from field surveys carried out in selected cities
1981]
A further analysis of traffic movements was undertaken, in the five
cities by considering screenlines in defined major road corridors.

traffic parameters were then derived for major routes crossing
screenlines, including peak hour vie ratios"
Quality of alignment
it,y of alignment for rural artertials was reported using two

values of design speed as the criteria,

These values were not

for terrain, road category, or any other variable. Measures of
curvature wer'e selected to represent alignment overall,
Due to problems encountered in assessing the speed value of curves
ed roads the repor'ting of curves was restricted to those on
Y'oads.

Quality of roughness of sealed roads
Roughness was a user measure of rideability foY' sealed rural
Roughness was also used as a surrogate measure of pavement

for use in the NAASRA road planning model NIMPAC. For this
it is acceptable but at the macro level only, not for indiVidual
pa'tement sections or for small segments of the road network"
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Quality of bridge strength
The rural arterial bridge strength was repoy'ted in relation to

curr Ent and hi stor i c des; gn standar ds
Br; dges constructed wi th a des i gn
strength greater than 75% of the current NAASRA design standard [T44]
were described as having good strength, those between 50% and 75% described
as fair, and those with under 50% described as poor. The analysis and
reporting of br'idge strength could have been more comprehensive.
Measuy'ement of bridge strength is an expensive and time consuming
process and the quality of the data varied greatly by State.. In some
cases bridge age was used to estimate bridge design strength .
Quality of bridge width
The width of bridges on rural arterials was related to traffic
volume in NIMPAC by a modification to the bridge inventory data [to
incorporate the traffic from the road inventory datal. Subsequent
tabulation of traffic volume versus bridge width enabled an assessment
of the adequacy of bridge width to be made .
Road Condition
Methods of measuring the structural condition of Y'oads wer'e given

substantial consideration when study methods were being developed for the
NRS. These considerations are documented in NAASRA [1984c]
There is no single method currently available which is applicable
to al~ three categories of road studied in the NRS and there is no
satisfactory method of measuring the condition of unsealed roads. some
of which are rural arterials but most of which ar'€ local Y'oads. However.
a method used by the Brisbane City Council has been used successfully
for both urban arterial and urban local roads.. This suggests that
another method might be suitable for sealed rural arterial and rural local

roads.

The major findings arlslng from the NRS examination of road
condition surv~y methods were :
measurement of roadw~y condition is required to monitor the
physical condition of roads for management purposes and to strengthen
methods of projecting condition into the future under various management
str ategi es"
despite the many pr'ob 1ems of measur'ement there are rel ati ve ly r api d,

simple and effective methods of assessing the condition of sealed
ur ban and r'ur a1 r'oads in use at pr esent,
gi ven the necessary ti me and resour ces it wou 1d be poss i b1e to test
these methods over' wider ar eas. amendi ng them as necessary. to produce
unifor'm methods for particular road classes throughout Australia"
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the time required may be several years, not only for development of
methods but for the interpretation of results.
the results of time series roadway condition assessments cannot be
inter pr eted in a Y'ea 1i sti c way wi thout i nfor mat i on on the war k done
to the netwoY'k, and some development of management information

systems is required before data of adequate quality can be produced
reasily.
the possibility of sampling to reduce the size of the task should not
be overlooked, but sample sizes are likely to be large i "e. a sub-

stantial proportion of networks

SRA PERFORMANCE MONITORING PROPOSALS
PY'actical Issues
Major constraints on implementing desiy'able measurement and data
collation exercises are the limited staff resources available and the
necessity to gather information from numerous sources both within and
outside the organisation"

The Road Construction Authority [RCA] has recently conducted,
ay is currently conducting
peak hour travel time,
r'oad roughness, and
road cond i t i on sur'veys
Travel Time Surveys

The 1983 survey of peak hour travel times was undertaken on half
the pr i mary ar ter i a1sin the Me1bour ne [NRS] urban area [about 400 r outekm]"

The remaining primary arterials were covered in late 1984.

Consideration is currently being given to undertaking some offpeak and/or tr'uck travel time sUY'veys on a small selection of routes, but
only a limited start to such a monitoring program is likely in 1985,

given the desirability of also repeating peak hour surveys on [most of]
those routes surveyed in 1983.
Road Roughness Surveys
In late 1981 and early 1982 the RCA undertook NAASRA roughness
meter surveys on 16,285 route-km of sealed rural arterial roads for

the pur'poses of the NRS.

Roughness measurements were recently repeated

over these same set of roads and on average some 1000 carTiagewaykilometres were measured each week
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In addition, in the NRS, roughness meter readings were undertaken

on the sample of sealed rural local roads for which other inventory
characteristics were collected" These were distributed across 16
Victorian rural municipalities and significant travelling was required

going from one sample section to the next.
Road condition surveys

The Road Condition Surv~y is an annual assessment of the condition

of all sealed surface rural roads under the direct control of the Road
Construction Authority [approximately 8000 km]. These are almost entirely

arterial roads.

Information concerning the existence and distribution of surface
defects of the Y'Oad carr i agewciY. together' with the occurrence of
rehabilitation treatments, is collected by the Regional Divisions concerned
during October and November each year and the results documented and

processed by computer"

The Road Condition Survey provides a systematic statement of the
structur-al condition of the rural netwoY'k, recorded at the same time each
year, and available, along with a wide range of other' essential
information, for use in var'ious aspects of road management..
No sur veys ar e current ly conducted on aspha Hi c concr ete rura1
roads or on ur'ban arterial roads, nor has a suitable methodology been

developed [although some other road authorities do conduct such surveys)..
Road Inventory-based Measures
Many of the measures developed in the NRS depend on road inventorybased information, eg" traffic volumes per' lane, trucks per' day, accidents

per vehicle kilometre, kilometres of divided road, percentage of total
road length sealed etc. To analyse and report these on an annual basis
requir'es significant efforts to keep the entire inventory lI up -to-date,
because in many instances the quantities being measured are only changing

by a few percent per annum [eg . proportion of total road length that is
sealed]
Work Output and Expenditure Measures
Practical measures here include the proportion of the networ'k
sea1ed, wi dened, r'ehabil i tated, real i gned and dup 1icated each year.

In Vi ctor i a most of thi s i nfor mat i on comes from those responsi b1e for RCA
sealing and resurfacing operations"

In some instances municipalities need

to be contacted to obtain the cost and quantities of works done on
unclassified arterial roads using their own funds ..
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Pub 1i c Gp; ni on Suy'veys

Publ ic (,pinion surveys have only Y'arely been used to gauge
customer's opinions on the performance of the road network. Particular

examples include the Commonwealth Bureau of Roads [CBRds, 1975] and some
motoY'ing organisations.. SRAs have tended to rely on more traditional means
of obtaining such information, ie, letters. phone calls and personal
contact from individual members of the public, elected representatives

and spokespersons for lobby groups.

There is an inherent danger that such

feedback comes from an unrepresentative sample of the organisation's
customers"
Use of public opinion surveys have the advantage of providing
information on change in community attitudes and per'ceived changes in

network performance.

Both of these aspects may change qUlte independently

of physically measuy'ed changes in network performance.

Though appropriate methods of assessing road network performance by
public opinions surveys have yet to be developed in Australia such
sur veys ar e 1i ke ly to become i nCreas i ng ly used in the future.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NATION'S ROADS
Returning to a national perspective [and particularly the
interests of the Federal Government and the knOWledge it needs when
considering road funding decisions] it is clear that the trend in recent
years has been away from the large scale one-off surveys and more
towards continuous monitoring with periodic reporting
Reporting Requirements and Intervals

One approach which is suggested is for different types and levels
of data to be reported at appropriate intervals. A possible list of items
for various reportlng intervals is :
Annually:
Tr i -annually

Every 5 year s

decade

Length of sealed road, dual carriageways and freeways
Condition of sealed rural primary arterial road pav~ts

Expenditure and work output data

Roughness of sealed rur'al arterial roads
Travel time surveys over most primary arterial roads
in the larger capital cities

Length and travel by road stereotype and other
inventory based methods
Public opinion surv~ys
Analysis of ABS population census data, ego journey
to work and accessibility measures
Major report on the nation's arterial road network
[ even if no future projection undertaken]
Update of road alignment data over entire arterial
network [using instr'umented vehicle]
Substantial sample survey of local roads .
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The above approach provides a practical program of network monitoring
which is likelY to be achievable within the resources available in
SRAs. It should adequately provide for the road information requirements
of SRAs, governments and the community whilst not being too costly
[relative to physical road expenditure]"
Inventory Data for Ongoing Monitoring

The ongoing monitor-ing of road netwoY'k characteristics and
performance is of consider'able importance in charting the progress, or
lack of pr ogr ess, inroad networ k deve 1opmenL

A number of standard road inventory data items have been defined
as part of the NAASRA Data Bank System [NOBS], a nationally co-ordinated
system for the storage of data in a standard format. In general SRAs
convert to the standard format the inventory data normally held and
updated by them in various different formats. The NOBS system was the
method used by the NRS .
An essential element of the data updating is the precise location
[to 0.01 km distance] of the changes and it is here that the NOBS
"permanent reference point" system, defining road links, nodes and
carr i ageways is vital in pr'Dvi d; n9 a basi s for monitod n9 changes to the
network [and particular sections of it] over time. The lack of such a
location recording system was one reason why moy'€ extensive compaY'isons
could not be made between the 1972 and 19B1 road inventories.
Another essenti a1 par't of the on-go; n9 inventory monitor i n9 is to
maintain a minimum, or llcore ll , of current inventory data items" Figure 4
shows the standar'd [NOBS] data items indicating those which were collected
for the NRS, and those which could be part of the core of inventory data
to be kept curr ent by all SRAs and LGAs"
CONCLUSIONS
To satisfy the need to monitor the on-going performance of the

road network and the more specific requirement to provide program
bUdgeting indicators for expenditures on roadworks it is essential to
be able to provide reliable and up-to-date information over a period of

time"

Both the BTE and NAASRA Roads Study reports commented on the
diff i culty of mak i ng hi stori ca 1 compar i sons usi ng road inventory
information. The development in the late 1970s of the NAASRA Data

Bank System of standard data definitions, coding and location referencing
has overcome many of the technical difficulties of data consistency and
tr ansmitta1.
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Figure 4 Inventory Data Requirements-NRS and Ongoing Monitoring
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-----------------Bridge - Description
-----------------58

20
_

Shoulder Type and Width

'M

~.60

~I__ ~':..m~t~o.:'. ~\~'=-~~~i'!.t~_

_ ~2__ P!~':'~n~Ij£.e.!'~d_ll2d!.h_ _
_ ~~_~~~~~~e!~~~~~
_

Safely Barrier in

26

Kerhs

U

_ _ _ _ _ __

*:'

~4__ 1I!.e~i~n~O~~':..S~~~~':..~i'!.l~ __
25

Bridge - Load Carrying Capacity

61
Br'.dge Sign posted Load Limit}
-------------------------~2__B~l~g_=.:: ~~t~~

_

_

~~_~~~.::~~i~~~~~~~~~

_

~4__B~i~g_=.:: ~e~o..[H:_D_!.s.!.a~c_=

~edian

65

_

_

_

Culvet - fotal Waterway Area

---------------------------~~-~~~~~~~~~-----27 Slow Vehicle Lane
OM
Ferry AADT
-----------------------------------------------28
Pavement Data
_
~8__ F!~':.<:e£.a=i~
_
------------------ ----------Ferry - Replacement
---------------------------------~~~~~~~~------30
NAASRA Roughness Meter
Ford, Floodway, Causeway
67

69
70

7:l

Closure - Detour Distance

_:~-~~~~~~~~-----------------------------------35
Off-Centre Operations

-:~-~~~~~~--------------------~------------------

JI Non-standaM Items defmed for urban erterlal roads only
* Colleeted for NHS
Collecte<! [or NHS and required for Ongoing Network Monitoring
Ct) Data ..,lates to e sample of road sections in a sample of LGAs, not filed In NDB format
(2) Note area cless different from standard NDB definitions
(3) On seale<! road se",tions in rural area elass only
R Not coll""ted but required
M Required in modified form
U
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BOTH AND CULLlNAN

The NAASRA Roads Study, as part of it's requirements to provide a
clear picture of the nature and condition of the Australian Y'oad system

and a basis for future monitoring, developed various Quality of Service
concepts and criter'ia, many of which are useful for on-going performance
monitor'ing" However. considerable development work is necessary for some

measures such as the quality of alignment and roadway condition"
Any successful monitoring process requires a clear conceptual

framework and in this paper a start has been made to relate possible
types of measures to government strategies

foY'

road networks.

The ideas

of supply, demand and performance [demand versus supply] measures and
sub-networks for specific strategies [ego road network for freight] have

been mentioned"

However it must be y'emembered that any monitoring activity requires
resources and there are very real limits on what can be achieved with the

limited staff and other resources available within SRAs and other
or gani sat ions" Examp 1es of curr ent and envi saged act i vi ties of one SRA
ar'e gi ven in the paper

Finally, an approach involving different types and levels of data
at appropriate intervals has been suggested as providing a
practical program of network monitoring which is likely to be achievable
by SRAs at a reasonable cost .
report~d
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